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The theme of the work is that documenting an architecture entails documenting the set of relevant views of that architecture, and then completing the picture with documentation of information that transcends any single view. The report lays out our approach and organization for the complete book, and provides full guidance for one of the most commonly used architectural views: the layer diagram. The audience for this book is the community of practicing architects, apprentice architects, and developers who are on the receiving end of architectural documentation.
• Architectural views. We view documenting software architecture primarily as documenting the relevant views, and then augmenting this information with relevant trans-views information. The heart of the book will be an introduction to the two dozen or so most relevant architectural views (grouped into major families) along with practical guidance about how to write them down. Examples will be included for each.
• Documenting architectural styles. Styles and patterns have emerged as important tools in the architect's repertoire, and since many styles and patterns transcend single structures (and often do so either unintentionally or ambiguously) we include a section on how to document architectural styles and patterns.
• Validating documentation. Once documentation has been created, it should be validated before being turned over to those stakeholders who depend on its quality. We will give a practical method for reviewing and validating architectural documentation.
We will organize the information so that the reader can quickly get the information needed to accomplish the task at hand. In particular, we will ask the reader to explicitly choose the usage planned for the software architecture documentation. Then we will direct him/her to the particular structures and styles information that best serves that usage.
The audience for this book is the community of practicing architects, apprentice architects, and developers who are on the receiving end of architectural documentation.
The special report lays out our approach and organization for the complete book, and provides full guidance for one of the most commonly used architectural views: the layer diagram. The primary purpose of this document is to serve as review fodder for the full handbook. Therefore, the material that follows this preface is written exactly as though it were in the book itself-you'll notice references to "this book" and the like sprinkled throughout the text. At places like this, we ask you to "play along" and pretend you're reading the final work. We earnestly solicit your opinions about what you see. You can provide feedback by sending email with your comments to clements@sei.cmu.edu.
Preface to Software Architecture Documentation in Practice

What This Book Is About
Software architecture is enjoying a flurry of attention these days. A new book about it seems to pop out monthly. In response to industrial need, universities are adding software architecture to their software engineering curricula. It's not unusual for "software architect" to be a defined position in organizations, and professional practice groups for software architects are emerging. It has been the subject of international conferences and workshops. The purveyors of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) promote their product by calling it "the standard notation for software architecture," a claim we think says at least as much about the pervasiveness of architecture as the language. At the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) we maintain a bibliography of papers and books about software architecture; its population is closing in on 1000.
You'd think that in all this blizzard of information, someone by now would have figured out how to write down a software architecture and shared that information with the rest of us.
Wouldn't you?
Surprisingly, little practical guidance is available for how to capture an architecture that is independent of a particular language or notation. To be sure, a pile of books exist about how to use a particular language-again, UML comes to mind-but it seemed to us that these are all written as though the language were the important thing and that what you wanted to represent in the language was somehow secondary. We view any language or notation as but a means to an end, and we wanted to provide guidance that viewed the architecture as the first-class citizen, with language relegated to its more appropriate role as the documentation endeavor's junior partner.
So we decided that there might be room for a modest little book that helped you decide what information about an architecture was important to capture, and then suggested notations and gave examples for capturing it.
First, let's agree on some basic context. There are many definitions of software architecture, but we like this one: A software architecture for a system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise components, their externally visible behavior, and the relationships among them [Bass 98 ].
Let's also agree, without much elaboration, that a software architecture, especially for large systems, is a critical success factor. You cannot hope to build an acceptable system unless the architecture is appropriate, suitable, and effectively communicated. If you don't believe that, you're in the wrong place; we suggest you peruse some of the "For Further Reading" suggestions throughout the book and come back when you've been converted.
But just to summarize:
• The architecture serves as the blueprint for both the system and the project developing it. It defines the work assignments that must be carried out by separate design and implementation teams.
• The architecture is the carrier of system qualities such as performance, modifiability, and security, none of which can be achieved without a unifying architectural vision.
• Architecture is a vehicle for early analysis to make sure that the design approach will yield an acceptable system.
• And architecture is the artifact that holds the key to post-deployment system understanding or mining efforts.
In short, architecture is the conceptual glue that holds every phase of the project together.
An obvious truth is that the most perfect architecture is useless if it is not understood or (perhaps worse) misunderstood. Documenting the architecture is the critical, crowning step to crafting the architecture.
We intend this book to be a practitioner-oriented guide to the different kinds of information that constitutes an architecture. We wanted to give practical guidance for choosing which information should be documented, and show (with examples in various notations, including UML) how to describe that information in writing so that others may use it to carry out their architecture-based work: implementation, analysis, recovery, etc. Therefore, we cover the following:
• Uses of software architecture documentation. How one documents depends on how one wishes to use the documentation. We lay out possible end goals for architecture documentation, and provide documentation strategies for each.
• Architectural views. We hold that documenting software architecture is primarily about documenting the relevant views, and then augmenting this information with relevant trans-view information. The heart of the book is an introduction to the most relevant architectural views (grouped into a small number of major families) along with practical guidance about how to write them down. Examples are included for each.
• Validating documentation. Once documentation has been created, it should be validated before being turned over to those stakeholders who depend on its quality. We give a practical method for reviewing and validating architectural documentation.
Reader's Guide
The material is presented in the following parts.
Documenting Software Architectures.
This chapter explains what software architecture is, what uses it has, why it needs to be written down to realize its full potential, and good qualities of architecture documentation.
The View Zoo. Architectural views form a splendid basis for architecture documentation. Unfortunately, there are over two dozen views that occur in the literature, many of which overlap and are confusingly explained and many of which are only relevant in particular circumstances. We've tried to bring some order to the chaos by organizing the collection into a manageable number of groups that we call "the view zoo." The view zoo introduces the commonly used views and describes each using a pattern template. We explain what each view is well suited (and not well suited) for; for example, the process view is good for reasoning about a system's performance. We introduce or define notations for each view, and discuss variations of the view that have appeared in the literature-often the same or very similar views are prescribed by different authors using different names. For each view, we show an example. We generally, but not always, use UML to illustrate the views.
This chapter also relates views to each other. Although the possible combinations are endless, there are a manageable number of specific view combinations that are of use to practitioners. Often, more than one view can be profitably combined to show information that is a function of the combination.
Finally, this chapter complements "the view zoo" with "the trace space." Traces embody sequential paths through the architectural structures illuminated by the views. Scenarios are often used to describe traces, as are message sequence charts. Traces allow a view to "come alive"; they serve as excellent tools for understanding how the design will behave when the system is running.
Documentation Beyond Views.
Although capturing architectural views is the essence of architectural documentation, a complete treatment requires writing down information that applies to the collection of views as a whole. Chief among that information is rationale, explaining why the architect made the decisions that combined to form the architecture. Rationale applies to individual views, but there is also the rationale that explains how the overall architecture is in fact a solution to its requirements. Other holistic information includes system context, architectural constraints, and architectural quality goals.
Practitioner's Guide to Documenting Architecture. Given the intended usage of an architecture (analysis, reconstruction, achieving common understanding, basis for deriving code, etc.), how should you go about documenting it? What views and styles should you consider documenting? What other information should you capture?
Validating Architecture Documentation. As the pre-eminent design artifact, architectural documentation carries the burden of project success. As such, it should be subject to validation (review). This chapter introduces the principle of active design reviews as the best-of-breed review methods, and gives example review forms for the architectural views and styles we have presented earlier.
Final Word
We believe strongly in the importance of architecture in building successful systems. Architecture serves as a communication vehicle for negotiating trade-offs, handing off detailed design and implementation tasks, performing early analysis, tracking progress, and conveying system understanding. But no architecture can achieve any of these goals if it is not effectively communicated, and documentation is the key to successful communication. We hope we have provided a useful handbook for practitioners in the field.
Documenting Software Architectures
Software architecture has emerged as an important sub-discipline of software engineering, particularly in the realm of large system development. While there is no universal definition of software architecture, there is no shortage of them, either. The following are a few of the mostcited ones:
• Bass, Clements, and Kazman, 1998 • Garlan and Perry, 1995: The structure of the components of a program/system, their interrelationships, and principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time [Garlan 95 ].
• Garlan and Shaw, 1993: ... What these definitions have in common is their emphasis on architecture as a description of a system as a sum of smaller parts, and how those parts relate to and cooperate with each other to perform the work of the system. Architecture gives us intellectual control over the very complex by allowing us to substitute the complex with a set of interacting pieces, each one of which is substantially simpler than the whole.
The prudent partitioning of a whole into parts is what allows groups of people-often groups of groups of people separated by organizational, geographical, and even temporal boundaries-to work cooperatively and productively together to solve a much larger problem than any of them would be capable of individually. It's "divide and conquer" followed by "mind your own business"-that is, each part can be built knowing very little about the other partsresulting in "e pluribus unum."
No less important is the fact that the quality attributes desired for a system are largely carried by the architecture. Do you require high performance? Then you need to be concerned with the decomposition of the work into cooperating processes and you need to manage the inter-process communication volume and data access frequencies. Does your system need high accuracy? Then you must worry about the inter-component data flow. Security? Then you need to legislate usage relationships and communication restrictions among the components, and you may need to introduce special, trusted components. Modifiability and portability? Then prudent separation of concerns among the components is paramount. Do you want to be able to field the system incrementally, by releasing successively larger subsets? Then you have to keep the dependency relationships among the pieces untangled in order to avoid the "nothing works until everything works" syndrome. All of these concerns and their solutions are purely architectural in nature.
The full treatment of software architecture-how to build one, how to evaluate one to make sure it's a good one, how to recover one from a jumble of legacy code, and how to drive a development effort once you have one-is covered elsewhere. An armful of books exist on the topic of architecture, and more are appearing on a regular basis. Several of them are mentioned in the "For Further Reading" sections throughout the book.
But these topics are not the topic of this book. This book is aimed at a small but critical niche in the big picture of software architecture that is this: How do you write down an architecture so that others can use it and maintain it? Given the uses of architecture, this is quite an important question. If architecture is the blueprint that allows teams to work together, the project will fall apart (by failing to meet its schedules, behavioral requirements, or quality goals) if the blueprint is so poor that no one can read it. If you go to the trouble of creating a robust architecture, you must go to the trouble of describing it in enough detail, without unintentional ambiguity, and in an organization so that others can quickly find needed information. Otherwise your effort will have been wasted, because the architecture will be unusable.
Rules for Sound Documentation
Architecture documentation is in many ways akin to the documentation we write in other facets of our software development projects. As such, it obeys the same fundamental rules for what sets apart good, usable documentation from poor, ignored documentation.
1. Documentation should be written from the point of view of the reader, not the writer.
This rule seems so obvious, but it is surprising how seldom it seems to be considered. First of all, it is a matter of arithmetic: A document is written approximately once (a little more than that if you count the time for revisions). We hope it is read many scores of times. Therefore, the document's "efficiency" is optimized if we make things easier for the reader. Edsger Dijk-stra, the inventor of many of the software engineering principles we now take for granted, once said that he will happily spend two hours pondering how to make a single sentence clearer. He reasons that if the paper is read by a couple of hundred people-a decidedly modest estimate for someone of Dijkstra's caliber-and he can save each reader a minute or two of confusion, then it's well worth the effort. Professor Dijkstra's consideration for the reader reflects his classic old-world manners, which brings us to the second argument: Writing for the reader is just plain polite. A reader who feels like the document was written with him or her in mind will appreciate the effort, but more to the point, will come back to the document again the next time they need information about its subject. Which brings us to the third argument: Documents written for the reader will be read; documents written for the convenience of the writer will not be. It's the same reason we like to shop at stores that seem to want our business, and avoid stores that do not.
In the realm of software documentation, documents written for the writer often take one of two forms: Stream of consciousness and stream of execution. Stream of consciousness writing captures thoughts in the order in which they occurred to the writer. Stream of consciousness writing can be avoided by making sure that you know what question(s) are being answered by each section of a document. Stream of execution writing captures thoughts in the order in which they occur during the execution of a software program. For certain kinds of software documentation, this is entirely appropriate, but it should never be given as the whole story.
Corollaries include the following:
• Documentation should be organized for ease of reference, not ease of reading. A document may be read from cover to cover at most once, and probably never. But a document is likely to be referenced hundreds or thousands of times. Hence, the same three arguments above apply again.
• Mark what you don't yet know with "to be determined" rather than leaving it blank. Many times we can't fill in a document completely because we don't yet know the information or because decisions affecting it have not been made. In that case, mark the document accordingly, rather than leaving the section blank. Your reader will wonder whether the information is coming, or whether you just made a mistake.
The next rule is this:
2. Avoid repetition.
Each kind of information should be recorded in exactly one place. This makes documentation easier to use and much easier to change as it evolves. It also avoids confusion, because information that is repeated is often repeated in a slightly different form, and now the reader must wonder: Was the difference intentional? If so, what is the meaning of the difference? What information was the author trying to convey to me that I am not picking up?
Here in the wondrous age of online hypertext documents and Web media, there is nothing wrong with providing multiple access routes or entry points to a section (or Web page) that contains a specific kind of information. But the information itself should be stored in a single place for ease of change and consistent presentation to the user. Now, expressing the same idea in different forms is often useful for achieving a thorough understanding. You could make the case that the whole concept of architectural views-see Section 1.2-flows from exactly this concept. But it should be a goal that information should never be repeated, or almost repeated, verbatim.
3. Avoid unintentional ambiguity.
In some sense, the point of architecture is to be ambiguous. A primary reason architecture is useful is because it suppresses or defers the plethora of details that are necessary to resolve before bringing a system to the field. The architecture is therefore ambiguous, one might argue, with respect to these suppressed details. But this is planned ambiguity. Even though an architecture may be brought to fruition by any of a number of different implementations, as long as those implementations comply with the architecture, they are all correct. Unplanned ambiguity is when documentation can be interpreted in more than one way, and at least one of those ways is incorrect. A well-defined notation with precise semantics goes a long way toward eliminating whole classes of linguistic ambiguity from a document. This is one area where architecture description languages help a great deal, but using a formal language isn't always necessary. Just adopting a set of notational conventions and then avoiding unplanned repetition (especially the "almost-alike" repetition mentioned previously) will help eliminate whole classes of ambiguity.
One of the greatest sources of ambiguity in architecture documentation are those ubiquitous box-and-line diagrams that people often draw on whiteboards or backs of napkins. While not a bad starting point, these diagrams are certainly not architectures. For one thing, the behavior of the components is not defined, and this (as we shall see) is a crucial part of the architecture. But beyond that, most of these diagrams suffer from ambiguity with respect to the component and connector types. Are the boxes supposed to be modules, objects, classes, processes, functions, procedures, processors, or something else? Do the arrows mean submodule, inheritance, synchronization, exclusion, calls, uses, data flow, processor migration, or something else?
We have two things to say about box-and-line diagrams purporting to be architectures. First, don't be guilty of drawing one and claiming it's anything more than a start at an architecture. Second, if you see one, ask its author what the boxes mean and what precisely the arrows connote. The result is almost always illuminating, even if the only thing illuminated is the owner's confusion, but it is often entertaining as well.
4. Use a standard organization.
Each document should conform to a standard, planned organization scheme, and this scheme should be made known to the reader. A standard organization offers many benefits. It helps the reader navigate the document and find specific information quickly (and so this is also related to the write-for-the-reader rule). But it also helps the writer of the document. It helps plan and organize the contents, and it reveals instantly what work remains to be done by the number of sections that are still blank or contain "TBD" marks. Finally, a standard organization embodies completeness rules for the information in the document; the sections of the document constitute the set of important aspects that need to be conveyed by the document. Hence, the standard organization can form the basis for a first-order validation check of the document at review time.
5. Record rationale.
If you are documenting the results of decisions, record the decisions you eschewed and say why. Next year (or next month) when those decisions come under scrutiny or pressure to change, you will find yourself revisiting the same arguments and wondering why you didn't take some other path. Recording rationale will save you enormous time in the long run, although it requires discipline to record in the heat of the moment.
Keep it current.
Documentation that is incomplete, out of date, does not reflect truth, and does not obey its own rules for form and internal consistency will not be used. Documentation that is kept current and accurate will be used. The reason is that, backed up by high-quality documentation, questions about the software can be most easily and most efficiently answered by referring the questioner to the appropriate document. If the documentation is somehow inadequate to answer the question, then it needs to be fixed. Updating it and then referring the questioner to it will deliver a strong message that the documentation is the final authoritative source for information.
7. Review documentation for fitness of purpose.
Only the intended users of a document will be able to tell you if it contains the right information presented in right way. Enlist their aid. Before a document is released, have it reviewed by representatives of the community or communities for whom it was written. The Chapter "Validate" covers this topic in more detail.
Any software documentation should obey these seven rules, including software architecture documentation. The chapter on "Views" will present other criteria that apply specifically to architecture documentation; "Beyond Views" will prescribe specific documentation for archi-tecture that transcends views; and "Validate" will show how to validate software architecture documentation to make sure it is of high quality and utility.
Views
A software architecture is a complex entity that has thus far avoided description in a simple one-dimensional fashion. The analogy with building architecture, if not taken too far, proves illuminating. There is no single rendition of a building architecture. Instead, there are many:
The room layouts, the elevation drawings, the electrical diagrams, the plumbing diagrams, the ventilation diagrams, the traffic patterns, the sunlight and passive solar views, the security system plans, and many others. Which of these views is the architecture? None of them. Which views convey the architecture? All of them.
So it is with software architecture. As long as ago as 1974, Parnas observed that software comprises many structures, which he defined as a partial description of a system showing it as a collection of parts and showing some relations between the parts [Parnas 74 ]. This definition largely survives in architecture papers today. Parnas identified several structures prevalent in software. A few were fairly specific to operating systems (such as the structure that defines what process owns what memory segment) but others are more generic and broadly applicable. These include the module structure (the units are work assignments, the relation is "is a part of" or "shares part of the same secret as"), the uses structure (the units are programs, and the relation is "depends on the correctness of"), and the process structure (the units are processes, and the relation is "gives work to").
More recently, Philippe Kruchten of the Rational Corporation wrote a compelling paper describing four main views of software architecture that can be used to great advantage in system-building, plus a distinguished fifth view that ties the other four together-the so-called "four plus one" approach to architecture [Kruchten 95 ]. The logical view primarily supports behavioral requirements-the services the system should provide to its end users. Designers decompose the system into a set of key abstractions, taken mainly from the problem domain. These abstractions are objects or object classes that exploit the principles of abstraction, encapsulation, and inheritance. In addition to aiding functional analysis, decomposition identifies mechanisms and design elements that are common across the system.
The process view takes into account some requirements such as performance and system availability. It addresses concurrency and distribution, system integrity, and fault tolerance. The process view also specifies which thread of control executes each operation of each class identified in the logical view. The process view can be seen as a set of independently executing logical networks of communicating programs ("processes") that are distributed across a set of hardware resources, which in turn are connected by a bus or local area network or wide area network. The development view focuses on the organization of the actual software modules in the software-development environment. The units of this view are small chunks of softwareprogram libraries or subsystems-that can be developed by one or more developers. The development view supports the allocation of requirements and work to teams, and supports cost evaluation, planning, monitoring of project progress, and reasoning about software reuse, portability, and security. It is the basis for establishing a line of product. The physical view takes into account the system's requirements such as system availability, reliability (fault tolerance), performance (throughput), and scalability. This view maps the various elements identified in the logical, process, and development views-networks, processes, tasks, and objects-onto the processing nodes. Finally, Kruchten prescribes using a small subset of important scenarios-instances of use cases-to show that the elements of the four views work together seamlessly. This is the "plus one" view, redundant with the others but serving a distinct purpose.
At about the same time, Dilip Soni, Robert Nord, and Christine Hofmeister of Siemens Corporate Research made a similar observation about views of architecture they observed in use in industrial practice [Soni 95] . They wrote that the conceptual view describes the system in terms of its major design elements and the relationships among them. The module interconnection view encompasses two orthogonal structures: functional decomposition and layers.
The execution view describes the dynamic structure of a system. Finally, the code view describes how the source code, binaries, and libraries are organized in the development environment.
In 1995, the authors of the seminal book on design patterns (Gamma, Helms, Johnson, and Vlissides) wrote the following: Exactly right. Like electrical and plumbing diagrams, each view of a software architecture is used for a different purpose, and often by different stakeholders. 1 The number of possible views of an architecture is limitless, but in practice there is a manageable number of views that are used in practice. Each is like a projection along one dimension of a multi-dimensional object that is so complex it does not exist in our sensory universe. Like building blueprints, architectural views are both descriptive-they describe the architecture as it was built-and also prescriptive-they represent constraints on the builders and are designed the way they are to achieve particular qualities in the resulting system (such as performance or modifiability) or economies in the development project (such as time to market).
The fact that an architecture does not holistically exist and we cannot fully grasp it is the cause of no small consternation. We feel it is somehow inadequate to see it only through discrete views that may or may not relate to each other in any straightforward way. It makes us feel like the blind men groping the elephant. And yet, the essence of architecture is the suppression of information not necessary to the task at hand, and so it is somehow fitting that the very nature of architecture is such that it never presents its whole self to us, but only a facet or two at a time.
We use the concept of views to give us the most fundamental principle of architecture documentation, which we state as an axiom:
Documenting an architecture is primarily a matter of documenting the relevant views of that architecture, plus recording information that applies to more than one view.
There are many views of a software architecture that are possible, more than the ones introduced above. Documenting views will be discussed in the chapter entitled "The View Zoo". Documenting information that transcends views will be covered in the chapter entitled "Documentation Beyond Views."
Uses of Architecture Documentation
The axiom stated in the preceding section prescribes documenting the relevant views of the architecture. Which views are relevant? The answer, of course, is "it depends." In particular, what you put into software architecture documentation depends a great deal on what you wish to get out of it. So the question becomes: "How do you expect your documentation to be used?" The answers will determine the form and content that your documentation should take.
We'll begin by thinking about the uses of architecture corresponding to the times in a project's lifetime when the various roles come into play.
A vehicle for communicating the system's design to interested stakeholders at each stage of its evolution.
This perspective on architecture is forward-looking, involving steps of creation and refinement. Stakeholders include those involved in managing the project, as well as "consumers" of the architecture that must write code to carry it out, or design systems that must be compatible with it. Specific uses in this category include the following:
• For downstream designers and implementors, the architecture provides their "marching orders." The architecture establishes inviolable constraints (plus exploitable freedoms) on downstream development activities.
• For testers and integrators, the architecture dictates the correct black-box behavior of the pieces that must fit together.
• For technical managers, architecture provides the basis for forming development teams corresponding to the work assignments identified.
• For project managers, architecture serves as the basis for a work breakdown structure, planning, allocation of project resources, and tracking of progress by the various teams.
• For designers of other systems with which this one must interoperate, the architecture defines the set of operations provided and required, and the protocols for their operation, that allows the interoperation to take place.
A basis for performing up-front analysis to validate (or uncover deficiencies in) architectural design decisions and refine or alter those decisions where necessary.
This perspective on architecture is, in some sense, inward-looking. It involves making prospective architectural decisions and then projecting the effect of those decisions on the system or systems that the architecture is driving. Where the effect is unacceptable, the relevant decisions are re-thought, and the process repeats. This process occurs in tight cycles (most architects project the effect of each of their decisions) and in large cycles (in which large groups of decisions, perhaps even the entire architecture, are subjected to formal validation). In particular, architecture provides the following:
• For the architect and requirements engineers who represent the customer(s), architecture is a forum for negotiating and making trade-offs among competing requirements.
• For the architect and component designers, architecture is a vehicle for arbitrating resource contention and establishing performance and other kinds of run-time resource consumption budgets.
• For those wanting to develop using vendor-provided products from the commercial marketplace, the architecture establishes the possibilities for commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) component integration by setting system and component boundaries and establishing requirements for the required behavior and quality properties of those components.
• For those interested in the ability of the design to meet the system's quality objectives, the architecture serves as the fodder for architectural evaluation methods such as the Software Architecture Analysis Method [Kazman 96 • For performance engineers, architecture provides the formal model that drives analytical tools such as rate monotonic schedulers, simulations and simulation generators, theorem provers and model checking verifiers.
• For product line managers, the architecture determines whether a potential new member of a product family is in or out of scope, and if out, by how much.
The first artifact used to achieve system understanding.
This perspective on architecture is reverse-looking. It refers to cases in which the system has been built and deployed, and now the time has come to make a change to it or to extract resources from it for use elsewhere. Architecture mining and recovery fall into this category, as do routine maintenance activities. In particular, architecture serves the following roles:
• For technical mangers, architecture is basis for conformance checking, for assurance that implementations have in fact been faithful to the architectural prescriptions.
• For maintainers, architecture is a starting point for maintenance activities, revealing the areas a prospective change will affect.
• For new project members, the architecture is usually the first artifact for familiarization with a system's design.
• For those inheriting the job of architect after the previous architect's untimely departure, the architecture is the artifact that (if properly documented) preserves that architect's knowledge and rationale.
• For re-engineers, architecture is the often first artifact recovered from a program understanding activity or (in the event that the architecture is known or has already been recovered) the artifact that drives program understanding activities at component granularities.
It should be clear from this discussion that architecture documentation is both prescriptive and descriptive. That is, it prescribes what should be true, and it describes what is true, about a system's design. In that sense, the same documentation serves both purposes, and rightly so. If the "build-as" documentation differs from the "as-built" documentation, then clearly there was a breakdown in the development process.
However, the best architectural documentation for, say, performance analysis may well be different from the best architectural documentation we would wish to hand to a module implmementor. After we introduce architectural views and other architectural documentation, we will return to the roles of architecture and discuss what documentation strategies are well suited to each role.
The Layered View
Introduction
The layered view of architecture, shown with a layer diagram, is one of the most commonly used views in software architecture. It is also poorly defined and often misunderstood. Because true layered systems have good properties of modifiability and portability, architects have incentive to show their systems as layered, even if they are not.
Layering, like all architectural structures, reflects a division of the software into units. In this case, the units are layers; each layer represents a virtual machine. A virtual machine is a collection of software that together provides a cohesive set of services that other software can utilize without knowing how those services are implemented. Programming languages such as C++ meet this definition: Although the ultimate result is machine code that executes on one or more processors somewhere, we regard the instruction set provided by the language as the ultimate lingua franca of our program. We forget, happily, that without other virtual machines (the operating system, the microcode, the hardware) underneath C++, our program would just be a collection of alphanumeric characters that wouldn't do anything.
Any unit of software that has a public interface provides a set of services, but does not necessarily constitute a virtual machine. The set of services must be cohesive with respect to some criterion. The services might all appeal to a particular area of expertise (such as mathematics or network communication). Or they might be native to some application area (such as maintaining bank accounts or navigating an aircraft). The goal of layering is to define virtual machines that are small enough to be well understood, but comprehensive enough so that likely changes will affect only a single layer.
To recap, layers partition the software, and each partition constitutes a virtual machine (with a public interface) that provides a cohesive set of services. But that's not all. The following figure (which is intentionally vague about what the units are and how they interact with each other) shows three divisions of software-and you'll have to take our word that each division is a virtual machine-but none of them constitutes a layering. What's missing?
Layering has one more fundamental property: The virtual machines are created to interact with each other according to a strict ordering relation. Herein lies the conceptual heart of layers. If (A,B) is in this relation, we say "layer B is beneath layer A", and that means either, or both, of the following:
1. "The implementation of layer A is allowed to use any of the public facilities of the virtual machine provided by layer B."
2. "The public facilities in layer B are allowed to be used by the software in layer A."
By "use" and "used" we mean the uses relation as defined by Parnas in 1979 [Parnas 79 ]: A unit of software A is said to use unit B if A's correctness depends upon a correct implementation of B being present.
We draw the layering relation like this:
Layering is thus one of the few architectural views in which connection among components is shown by geometric adjacency and not some explicit symbology such as an arrow, although arrows can be used, like this:
There are some loopholes in the definition. If A is implemented using B, is it implemented using only B? Maybe; maybe not. Some layering schemes allow a layer to use the public facilities of any lower layer, not just the nearest lower layer. Others are more restricted. But no valid layering scheme allows a layer to use, without restriction, the facilities of a higher layer.
(See the sidebar "Upwardly Mobile Software") Allowing unrestricted upward usage destroys the desirable properties that layering brings to an architecture; this will be discussed shortly. Usage in layers generally flows downward. A small number of well-defined special cases may : allowed to use be permitted, but these should be few and regarded as exceptions to the rule. Hence, the following architectural view resembles a layering, but is not:
Figures like the one above are why layers have been a source of ambiguity for so long, for architects have been calling such things layered when they are not. There is more to layers than the ability to draw separate parts on top of each other.
Because the ordering relationship among layers has to do with "implementation allowed to use," the lower the layer the less facilities are available to it apart from the native hardware itself. That is, the "world view" of lower layers tends to be smaller and more focused on the computing platforms. More knowledge about the operating environment tends to be a part of their design. Lower layers tend to be built using knowledge of the computers, communications channels, distribution mechanisms, process dispatchers, and the like. These areas of expertise are largely independent of the particular application that runs on them (meaning they will not need to be modified if the application changes). Viewed from a higher layer, these low layers provide a virtual machine that may be distributed and that provides facilities to handle all of the communication and distribution issues for programs that run on it.
Conversely, higher layers tend to be more independent of the hardware; they can afford to be, because the existence of the lower layers has given them that freedom. This means they are not likely to change should there be a change to the computing platform or environment; they can afford to be concerned only with details more native to the application.
Some other observations about layers:
• Layers cannot be derived by examining source code. The source code will disclose what actually uses what, but the relation in layers is "allowed to use." As a trivial example, you can tell by code inspection that a "double" operation was implemented using multiplication by 2, but you cannot tell from the code -whether it would have been equally acceptable to implement double(x) by adding x to itself or by performing a binary left shift-that is, what double(x) was allowed to use -whether addition, double, and multiplication are in the same or different layers • A layer may provide services that are not actually used by other software. This usually occurs when the layer was designed to be more general than is strictly necessary for the application in which it finds itself. This in turn often occurs when the layer is imported from some other application or purchased as a commercial product. A service that is never used may needlessly consume some run-time resource (such as memory to store the unused code, or a thread that is never launched). If these resources are in short supply, then a sophisticated compile-link-load facility that eliminates unused code will be helpful. Lacking this, the situation can be viewed as a tradeoff between efficiency and portability.
• In many layered systems there will be situations in which software of a lower layer will have to use (and therefore must be "allowed to use") software in a higher layer and these usages will have to be accommodated by the architecture. In other cases, software in a very high layer might be required to directly use software in a very low layer where normally only next-lower-layer uses are allowed. The layer diagram (or an accompanying document) will have to show these exceptions (called bridging). If there are many of these, it is a sign of a poorly structured system (at least with respect to the portability and modifiability goals that layering helps to achieve). Systems with upward usages are not, strictly according to the definition, layered. However, in such cases, the layered view represents a close approximation to reality, and also conveys the ideal design that the architect's vision was trying to achieve.
• Each layer could be implemented using a different style. Take for example a system defined using a pipes and filters style of architecture. The topmost layer would contain the modules corresponding to the pipes and filters of the system. The data passing through the pipes could be so large that it makes sense to pass the data using shared memory. Therefore, the next layer down could contain the modules corresponding to the components of a shared memory style. The system defined in the pipe and filter style runs on this virtual machine, calling the shared memory capabilities to pass data between filters.
With this overview, we now complete our exposition of layers.
Elements/Relations/Properties of the Layered View Elements
The elements of a layered diagram are layers. A layer is a collection of software units such as programs or modules that may be invoked or accessed. This definition admits many possibilities, from objects (or classes) down to assembly language subroutines and many things in between, such as a shared memory. A requirement is that the units have an interface by which their services can be triggered or initiated or accessed.
Relations
The relation among layers is "allowed to use." If two layers are related by this relation, a unit of software in the first is allowed to use any unit of software in the second. The relation among layers appears to resemble, but is decidedly not, the simple calls relation provided by the family of imperative programming languages. Here's why:
• A program P1 can use program P2 without calling it. P1 may assume, for example, that P2 has left a shared device in a usable state when it finished with it. Or P1 may expect P2 to leave a computed result that it needs in a shared variable. Or P1 may be a process that sleeps until P2 signals an event to awaken it. Thus, just because P1 resides in a layer over P2, we cannot conclude that P1 under any circumstances calls P2.
• A program P1 might call program P2 but not use it. If P2 is an error handler that P1 calls when it detects an error of some sort, P1 will usually not care in the least what P2 actually does. The figure below shows an example: P0 calls P1 to accomplish some work, and depends on its result. P0 thus uses P1, and their relationship is consistent with P1 residing in a layer beneath that of P0. Suppose P0 calls P1 incorrectly. Part of P1's specification is that in case of error, it calls a program whose name is passed to it by its client. 1 Once P1 calls that program, it has satisfied its specification. In this case, P1 calls (but does not use) P2, which makes it perfectly acceptable for P2 to reside in a layer above that of P1. This is what we want, for P2 is likely privy to the same knowledge about what was intended as P0; it makes sense that they are in the same layer (virtual machine) as each other.
1. Or perhaps it calls a program whose name was bound by parameter at system-generation time, or a program whose name it looks up via some name server. As long as the name of the error handler is not hard-coded into P1, P1's layer remains portable. Cohesion. It provides a cohesive set of services, meaning that the services as a group would likely be useful (as a group) in some other context than the one in which they were developed.
For example, suppose program P1 is allowed to use program P2. Should P2 be in a lower layer than P1, or should they be in the same layer? Layers are not a function of just who-uses-what, but are the result of a conscious design decision that allocates software to layers based on considerations such as coupling, cohesion, and likelihood of changes. In general, P1 and P2 should be in the same layer if they are likely to be ported to a new application together, or if together they provide different aspects of the same virtual machine to a usage community. This is an operational definition of cohesion. These questions cannot be answered using a code analyzer, but only experience and domain knowledge.
Interface. It provides a set of public interface facilities that may be invoked or accessed by other software. In cases where the layer is widely used across many kinds of systems and organizations, its interface may well be a public standard.
Semantics and Well-Formedness
The primary rule of well-formedness is that the geometry of the layer diagram specifies a relation that is an ordering among its elements, the layers. If (A,B) is in the relation, then software in A is allowed to use software in B.
A layer diagram must be accompanied by the following elaborating documentation:
Key. An explanation of how the allowed-to-use relation is carried out by the geometry of the figure. In particular, it should answer the following questions:
• Is a layer allowed to use only the layer below, any lower layer, or some other?
• Is software permitted to use other software in the same layer? (Usually the answer is "yes" because doing so has no ill effect on the modifiability achieved by the layers.)
• Are the relative sizes of layers significant? Unless otherwise specified, they are not.
• Color is often used to impart meaning about certain layers. If so, a key should be included to explain the significance of color.
• It should be made clear that no upward usage is assumed to be allowed except where explicitly described.
Layer interfaces. A document that shows what facilities constitute the public interface to each layer. Since layers consists of public and private software, an implementor of software in an upper layer must know what facilities are available from the lower layer. A layer interface often consists of all of the public interfaces for the units of software it contains; therefore, the interface to the layer may be documented under the other architectural view that describes those units. In this case, the layer interface document is a pointer to that other view.
Layer catalog. A document that assigns each unit of software to exactly one layer. Layer diagrams will typically label the layers with descriptive (but vague) names like "network communications layer" or "business rules layer" but a catalog is needed that lists the complete contents of every layer.
Layer portability guide. A document that describes the changes that can be made to each layer without affecting other layers.
Exceptions. A document that explains exceptions, if any, to the usage rules implied by the geometry. Exceptions may be upward (allowing something in a lower layer to use something above) or downward (either prohibiting a specific usage otherwise allowed by the geometry, or by allowing downward usage that "skips" intermediate layers normally required). Exceptions should be precisely described.
What It's For and What It's Not For
Layers help to bring quality attributes of modifiability and portability to a software system. A change to a lower layer that does not affect its interface will require a change to no higher layer. For example, any operating system that meets the Posix standard may be freely substituted without change to application-level software. A change to a higher layer that does not affect what facilities it requires from lower layers will not affect any lower layer. In general, changes to a layered software system that affect no interface are confined to a single layer. Thus, layers define units of reuse and portability.
Layers are part of the blueprint role that architecture plays for constructing the system. Knowing the layers in which their software resides, developers know what services they can rely on in the coding environment. Layers may define work assignments for development teams (although not always).
Layers are part of the communication role played by architecture. In a large system, the number of dependencies among modules expands rapidly. Organizing the software into layers with interfaces is an important tool to manage complexity and communicate the structure to developers.
Layers help with the analysis role played by architecture: They can be used for analyzing the impact of changes to the design.
Finally, layers (with their allowed-to-use relation) are a precursor to tracking the actual uses relation that emerges when coding is complete. The uses relation is the key to fielding subsets of the system in an incremental fashion, which is a rich and powerful technique for coping with schedule slips (and thus delivering a functional subset, as opposed to nothing, at the deadline) and controlling complexity (by adding functionality in a methodical fashion, rather than building everything and hoping it works). A subset is defined as follows: If you want program A in the subset, then take the transitive closure of its uses relation. That is, the subset must include all programs that A uses, and all programs that they use, and so forth. (Programs called but not used must be included also, but only as stubs.) Nothing else is required.
An unrestricted uses relation in which every program uses every other program results in every program being a member of every subset, which of course means that no proper subset is possible at all. Layering is meant to head off this possibility, paving the way for subsets consisting of only a small number of programs, which means that a working system that does something useful can be accomplished in a short time and is a very manageable task. This is a strong reason why upward uses are strongly discouraged if not disallowed: upward uses, and their transitive closure, tend to make subsets large and unwieldy tangles of interrelated programs that are far too complex to be workable.
Notations
Informal notations
Stack. Layers are almost always drawn as a stack of rectangles atop each other. The allowedto-use relation is denoted by geometric adjacency, or sometimes by an arrow.
Rings. The most common variation is to show layers as a set of concentric circles or rings. The innermost ring corresponds to the lowest layer. The outermost ring corresponds to the highest layer. A ring may be subdivided into sectors, meaning the same thing as the corresponding layer being subdivided into parts. (See Section 2.6 for more about segmented layers.)
There is no semantic difference between a layer diagram that uses a "stack of rectangles" paradigm and one that uses the "ring" paradigm-except in one case. In the figure on the left below, assume that segments in the same ring that touch each other are allowed to use each other. The corresponding rule in the "stack" picture would be that segments in the same layer that touch each other are allowed to use each other. There is no way to "unfold" the ring picture to produce a stack picture (such as the one on the right) with exactly the same meaning, because circular arrangements allow more adjacencies than linear arrangements. (In the figure on the right, B1 and B3 are separate, whereas in the figure on the left they are adjacent.) Cases like this are the only ones where a ring picture can show a geometric adjacency that a stack picture cannot.
Thick edges. Sometimes the rectangles in a stack are shown with thick horizontal edges denoting the interface to the layer. This is intended to convey the restriction that inter-layer usage only occurs via interface facilities, and not directly to any layer's "internals."
Size and color. Sometimes layers are colored to denote which team is responsible for them or some other distinguishing feature. Size is sometimes used to give a (vague) idea of the relative size of the software constituting the various layers. Size and color should be explained in the key accompanying the layer diagram.
Formal notations
UML. UML [Booch 98
] has no built-in primitive corresponding to a layer. However, simple (non-segmented) layers can be represented in UML using packages. A package is a generalpurpose mechanism for organizing elements into groups. UML has pre-defined kinds of packages for systems and subsystems. We can introduce an additional one for layers by defining it as a stereotype of package. Stereotypes allow us to tailor the definition of a UML element, typically by adding additional constraints and/or changing the visual notation. A layer can be shown as a UML package with the constraints that it groups units of software together and that the dependency between packages is "allowed to use." We can designate a layer using the package notation with the stereotype name <<layer>> preceding the name of the layer or introduce a new visual form, such as a shaded rectangle.
The allowed-to-use relation can be represented as a stereotype of the UML access dependency, one of the existing dependencies between packages. This dependency permits the elements of one package to reference the elements of another package. More precisely:
• An element within a package is allowed to access other elements within the package. • If a package accesses another package, then all elements defined with public visibility in the accessed package are visible within the importing package.
• Access dependencies are not transitive. If package 1 can access package 2 and package 2 can access package 3, it does not necessarily follow that package 1 can access package 3.
We add the additional constraint that the defined dependency is anti-symmetric. This allows us to represent a strict or partial ordering relation among layers.
Packages can also be used to represent a layers' interfaces. Packages allow three kinds of interface descriptions:
1. The sum of all element interfaces. By default, everything within a package is visible.
2. A subset of element interfaces. Packages have a mechanism to define the visibility of the elements it contains. Therefore, a layer interface could be a subset of the interfaces of its elements.
3. A separate layer interface. For this case, one could define the interface as a collection of classes within the package (using the façade pattern, for example) making them visible and hiding everything else.
Packages therefore serve as a way to fulfill all of the following documentation obligations concerning layers: layer diagram, key, exceptions, layer catalog, and layer interfaces. The portability guide could be given as an annotation associated with each package.
Open issues that arise when using UML to represent layers include the following:
• Elements can only be owned by a single package. If an element needs to be a member of a layer and a subsystem, packages cannot be used to represent both.
• It is not clear how to represent callbacks with UML. Callbacks are a common method of interaction between software in different layers; see "Upwardly Mobile Software."
• It is not clear how best to represent segmented layers in UML. Segmented layers are discussed in the next section.
Variations
Common variations to the layered diagram include the following:
1. Reach. The most common variation in layers are the conventions that determine the extent of each layer's allowed-to-use relation. Typically these conventions allow software in a layer to use software in a. the closest lower layer b. any lower layer c. any adjacent layer, above or below or some other exigency. In addition, the convention must specify whether software in a layer is allowed to use other software at the same level.
2. Layers with a sidecar. Many architectures called "layered" look something like the following:
This could mean one of two things. Either software in D can use software in A, B, or C. Or, software in A, B, or C can use software in D. (Technically, the diagram might mean that both are true, although this would arguably be a poor architecture.) It is incumbent upon the creator of the diagram to say which is the case.
A variation like this only makes sense when the usage rules in the main stack are singlelevel: that is, when A can use only B, and nothing below. Otherwise, D could simply be made the topmost (or bottom-most, depending on the case) layer in the main stack, and the "sidecar" geometry would be completely unnecessary.
3. Segmented layers. Sometimes layers are divided into segments denoting some finergrained decomposition of the software. Often this occurs when there is some pre-existing set of units (such as imported components or components from separate teams) that share the same allowed-to-use relation. When this happens, it is incumbent upon the creator of the diagram to say what usage rules are in effect among the segments. May they use each other? If the next-lower layer is also divided into segments, does geometric adjacency determine usage or may any segment in one layer use any segment in the next lower layer? That is, in the figure below... Segmented layers essentially make the allowed-to-use relation a partial ordering of the elements. The one below specifies that A is allowed to use B and C, which are in turn allowed to use D and each other.
From the strict point of view of layers, the diagram above is completely equivalent to this one:
where layer BC is the union of the contents of layers B and C. That's because the allowedto-use relation depicted by the two diagrams is the same. The decomposition of the middle layer into B and C brings additional information to the diagram that has nothing to do with layering-perhaps B and C have been developed by separate teams, or represent separate modules, or will run on different processors.
4. Layering through inheritance. This is a variation that is consistent with the basic model of layers presented here, but interesting in the object-oriented world. Layering through inheritance occurs when a base class is in a lower layer and a subclass that inherits from the interface specified by the base class is in a higher layer. The subclass certainly uses (and hence must be allowed to use) the base class, for its correctness depends on inheriting the correct attributes. The base class forms part of a virtual machine that can be used to create more application-specific instances of the class.
Confusions
Layer diagrams are often confused with other architectural views when information orthogonal to the allowed-to-use relation is introduced without conscious decision. 2. Tiers. Layers are very often confused with the tiers in an n-tier client-server architecture, such as shown in the following figure: Despite the fact that this looks like a layer diagram (and the topmost element even uses the "L"-word in its name) diagrams such as this express concerns very different from layers. Allocation to machines in a distributed environment, data flow among elements, and the presence and utilization of communication channels all tend to be expressed in tier pictures, and these are indiscernible in layer diagrams. And notice the two-way arrows. Whatever relations are being expressed here (and as always, a key should tell us), they're bi-directional (symmetric) and we know that's bad news in a layer diagram.
Further, assignment of a unit of software to one of these elements is based on run-time efficiency of some sort: locality of processing, maintaining the ability to do useful work in case of network or server failure, not overloading the server, wise utilization of network bandwidth, etc.
Layers are not tiers. However, tiers do resemble layers. Each obeys an allowed-to-use relation; the presentation layer is implemented in terms of the virtual machine provided by the business logic, which in turn can use the data server. Not shown are the infrastructure layers that provide for inter-processor communication, operating system support, etc. Com-A1 A2 A3
B1 B2 B3
Presentation layer or graphical user interface Business logic Data server plicating the situation is the fact that because each tier usually resides on a separate machine, each tier might well have its own separate infrastructure.
3. Logical view. Layers are often confused with modules in the logical view, which will be discussed in a future version of this work. They have much in common. Both are collections of usable software services. Both have interfaces through which they require their clients to make use of their provided services. Both have private parts that are off-limits. Are they not the same?
They may be the same, but do not have to be. Below is an example where they are not:
In this architecture, taken from [Bass 98 ch. 3], criteria for partitioning into modules was the encapsulation of likely changes. The shading of the elements denotes the coarsestgrain decomposition of the system into modules. In this system, layers corresponded to parts of modules. It's also easy to imagine a case where a module constitutes a part of a layer.
While modules and layers may not be the same, it is the case that the interfaces to layers consist of the interfaces to the modules (or parts of the modules) that constitute it. ...then a subsystem consists of a segment from the top layer, plus any segments of any lower layers it's allowed to use. A subset of the system, when shown in a layer diagram, is often called a slice or vertical slice.
2. Runtime relations. A layer diagram is just the first part of a three-part story. After you divide the software into units and lay out the allowable uses among those units, you must then establish what interaction mechanisms will actually carry out the uses. Finally, you must specify the actual uses and interactions among the units of software in the layers. The last two parts of the story are told using other architectural views, such as the style view, control-flow, data-flow, or the process views.
Vocabulary
application program interface (API) -A set of routines (functions, procedures, methods) and protocols. An API defines the boundary between layers. layer -A virtual machine with a set of capabilities/services. These services can only be accessed through a layer's interface.
layer structure -A collection of layers where each layer provides services to the layer above and is allowed to use the services of the layer below.
uses -Procedure A is said to use procedure B if a correctly functioning procedure B must be present in order for procedure A to meet its requirements.
virtual machine -A collection of software that together provides a cohesive set of services that other software can utilize without knowing how those services are implemented.
bridging, layer bridging -An exception to the stated allowed-to-use relation indicated by the layers. Bridging usually occurs when a high layer uses a low layer directly without going through intermediate layers.
Sidebar: "Upwardly Mobile Software"
We have been downright pedantic about saying that upward uses invalidate layering. We made allowances for exceptions, but implied that too many of those would get you barred from the Software Architect's Hall of Fame.
Seasoned designers, however, know that in many elegantly designed layered systems, all kinds of control and information flow upward along the chain of layers with no loss of portability, reusability, modifiability, or any of the other qualities associated with layers. In fact, one of the purposes of layers is to allow for the "bubbling up" of information to the units of software whose scope makes them the appropriate handlers of the information.
Error handling exemplifies this. In the now-classic stack-based error propagation scheme described by Parnas in 1976 ...upon detecting an [error] [Parnas 76 ].
The idea is that the software that caused the error is the best place to handle the error because the scope and information are available there to do so. When a layer is ported to some other application or environment, not only does the functionality transfer but also the ability to handle any errors that might be precipitated by that functionality. It makes a nice matching set.
Suppose we have a simple three-layer system: Say that program Pa in A uses program Pb in B which uses program Pc in C. If Pc is called in a way that violates its specification, Pc needs a way to tell Pb "Hey! You called me incorrectly!" At that point, Pb can either recognize its own mistake and call Pc again (this time correctly) or take some other action, or Pb can realize that the error was due to the fact that it was called incorrectly (perhaps sent bad data) by Pa. In the latter case, it needs a way to tell Pa "Hey! You called me incorrectly!"
Callbacks are a mechanism to manifest the protestation. We do not want Pc written with knowledge about programs in B, or Pb written with knowledge about programs in A, since this C A B would limit the portability of layers C and B. Therefore, the names of higher-level programs to call in case of error are passed downward as data. Then the specification for, say, Pb includes the promise that in case of error it will invoke the program whose name has been made available to it.
So there we have it: data and control flowing downward and upward in an elegant error-handling scheme that preserves the best qualities of layers. So much for our prohibition about upward uses. Right?
Wrong. Upward uses are still a bad idea, but the scheme we just described doesn't have any of those. It has upward data flow and upward invocation, but not uses. The reason is that once a program calls its error-handler, its obligation is discharged. The program does not use the error handler because its own correctness depends not a whit on what the error handler does.
While this may sound like a mere technicality, it is an important distinction. Uses is the relation that determines the ability to reuse and port a layer. Calls or "sends data to" is not. An architect needs to know the difference and needs to convey the precise meaning of the relations in his or her architectural documentation.
This report represents the first milestone of a work in progress. That work is a comprehensive handbook on how to produce high-quality documentation for software architectures. The handbook, tentatively entitled Software Architecture Documentation in Practice, will be published in mid-to late-2000 by Addison Wesley Longman as a book in the SEI series on software engineering. Aimed squarely at the practitioner, the handbook is intended to fill a gap in the literature: There is a complete lack of language-independent guidance about how to actually capture an architecture in written form so that it can fulfill its purpose as a communication vehicle providing a unified design vision to all of the varied stakeholders of a development project.
The theme of the work is that documenting an architecture entails documenting the set of relevant views of that architecture, and then completing the picture with documentation of information that transcends any single view. The report lays out our approach and organization for the complete book, and provides full guidance for one of the most commonly used architectural views: the layer diagram. The audience for this book is the community of practicing architects, apprentice architects, and developers who are on the receiving end of architectural documentation. 
